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ABSTRACT. A proper understanding of the acous*al properties of materia1s is be
coming increasingly important becansc of the wine variety of importanl: appliclltioll~ in which 
they are finding use. A simple and useful method is presented for the illve~tigation on the 
acoustic properties of sollle of the l11at('rials availallie ill Iud'in. The e£fed (If various angles 
of inddcIKe Cor different audio frequencies (6'1 l'.p.s.-8192 c.p.s.) on the absorption co
effidents of the materials have been studied. The paper also unt1ines the method giving 
description of the equipment and measurements 011 the characteristics of the chamber and the 
source of sonnd employed for the purpose. 

IN1'RODUCTION 

Since a long time the reverberation has been found to be the 1110st important 
acoustical defect of a room and as early as 1835 H.eid sl1gge~ted that this defect 
is minimised if the surrounding space could be more absorbent, that is by making 
the surfaces of the wall rough and irregular. 

Roger Smith in his 'Acoustics of Public Buildings' remarked,' In empty 
houses a great reverberation is perceptible which diminishes as the floors are 
covered with carpets and the rooms filled with furniture. 

Johnstone Stoney (188s) tested a room having its walls papered over a 
lining of canvas which was stretched in front of a framework fixed on the wall 
and from his experiment he inferred that public rooms could he freed from 
effects of echo by lining the walls and ceiling in such a manner. 

So it was clearly realised about a century ago that olle of the best remedies 
for removing the acoustical defect of a room is to introduce a sufficient area of 
a sound absorbing material. 

The problem of measuring sound absorption coefficients of different materials 
and utilising these data in the acoustical treatment of rooms is getting more 
important, since any design of recordiug or broadcasting studio presupposes a 
knowledge of the acoustical quality of the chamber, in other words a knowledge 
of the absorption coefficients of the materials to be used in the interior finish 

of the chamber. 

THnORETICAL WORK ON SOUND AnSORPTIO~ 
The relation between the absorption coefficient of a material and its porosity 

was first deduced by Lbrd Rayleigh (1883). He dealt with the case of sound 
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incident normally 011 a flat surface perforated by a great number of similar 
cha11llCls perpelJ(liclllar to the face. The channels were supposed to be cylin
drical and that expansion and rarefaction of air within these channels took pJace 
isothermally. The depth of the pores \vas asslltued to be small compared to 

the wavelength of sound, but sufficiently ~arge relative to the diameter of the 
pores and the portion of the sound energy entering the pores to be completely 
dissipated. His expression for the absorption coefficient (a) is 

where, 

aud g = ratio of unperforated to perforated areas of porous surface. 
v=kineOlatic viscosity of the gas. 
'I = ratio of the specific heats of the gas. 
f=radius of the pores. 

10 = 271' x frequency. 
In a later paper Rayleigh (1920) dealt with the case of sound waves incident 

at any angle on a porous wall and found that the amplitude of the reflected 
waves depends on the angle of incidence, the amplitude of the reflected beam (B) 
and the angle of incidence 6 being given by the relation 

B-1 cr I K' tan K'l 
B+ 1- = cr+cr' 'cos 0'- iK-

where, cr=area of the perforated surface. 
cr' = area of the un perforated surface. 

K'=K 2 - i!!!..!t 
VII 

'ZV = 2rrf 

h = Rayleigh's dissipation factor. 
v=Veloeity of sound in air. 
I = Depth of the pores. 

Assuming the energy of the incident wave to be unity the absorption coefficient 
is given by 

a=I-BII 

This formula does not give a direct relation between the absorption coefficient 
for any angle of incidence and the porosity of the sample and the frequency of 
the sonnd wave incident on the snrface. 

The theoretical aspect of the present investigation, therefore, led us to use 
the Rayleigh equations and deduce a more general formula. From eq. (2) 

B - (I + g)cos I) -:-_~ 
(1 + g) COS I) + x 

where, K'tanK'l 
x = - =-"7iK::="-:"": and cr' 

~=-. q 
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Therefore 

a = I - B2 = I - J L!.i:g)~~~~_=- x12 = __ 4(1 + B.:! cos Ox ~ 
() ((I+g)COStf+X\ (ti+g)cOStf+x}2', 

Replacing the value of x by 

the final equation becomes 

_ 8M{(2M2+ r )± V4~fT+I}COS() 
atf - -----------------.------ .. -----:--.----,----"----. 

{(2M2+ 2Mcos8+ r)± -v4M4 +I}2 

This reduc{;s to the expression for normal inci<-kncl! as found by Rayleigh by 
putting 0=0 0 

For calculating theoretically the absorption coefficient of a given material 
it will be, therefore, nccessary to ascertain the \'alue of M and correlate the value 

with different inclination for different values of absorption. 

PREVIOUS METHOnS OF MEASUREMENT 

RC~'crbcration Method.-Sabine (1895) first started experimental investi
gation on absorption coefficients of difTerent materials. His method consi~ted 

of finding, by JIleans of a stop-watch, the reverberation periods first of a 
chamber without and then with the test sample and calculating the absorption 
coefficient frol1l the difference of the two periods of reverberation. The ear was 

used as a detectil1g- instrument and the threshold of hearing was fixed as the point 
of refercnce. Hi:; 1I1ethod has becn sUbStoqUClltly modified by Wente and 

Bedell (1930) and Olsol1 and Kreuser (1930) and further by the U. S. Bureau of 

Standards (1930) in which the electro-acoustic devices have been used for 

producing and detecting the sound. 

The reverberation method gives a more practical value of absorption coeffi
cient as here the test sample is subjected to sound waves incident upon it in 

random manners from all directions, just as in practical field of application. 
But small samples cannot be tested by this method as in this case it is necessary 

that the area covered by the test sample should be comparable to the area of the 

rool11 , so that there may be a measurable, ditIerence between the two time 
periods. Moreover large test ro011ls are required so that there may be u uniform 

mixing of sound energy throughout the r00111. 
Stationary Wa1Je Metllod.-The stationary wave method of measuring 

the absorption coefficient of small samples was suggested by 'ruma (1902) and 
subsequently modified by Weisbach (1910), later on by Taylor (1913) and Paris 

(1927). In this method a I011g metal tube, with walls thick enough to prevent 

them vibrating appreciably, is provided with a source of sound at one end 
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and closed at the other end by the test specimen. Sound waves from the generator 
travel down the pipe and is incident normally upon the sample where a 
portion of it (depending 011 the absorption coefficient of the sample) is reHeded 
back to the other end of the tube giving rise to a stationm y wave system. 

Pressure al1lplitude varies continuously along the pipe passing through a st:ries of 
maxima and minima, and the absorption coefficient of the test sample is given by 

1I= '" 2+A+"N" 
N A 

where, N and A are equal to maxilJlum and minimulll amplitlHles respect ively. 
This met hod yields values of absorption coefficients of sllJall samples at 

normal incidencc only. Hey!, Chrisler and Snyder (1<130), \\orkitlg at the 
U. S. Bureau of Standards, modificd the stationary wavc' apparatus for investi· 
gation 011 the absorption coefficient of sound at obliq ue incidCllces but their 
method yielded abnormal results contrary to those ohtained frOIJJ theoretical 

considerations. Paris (1930) discussed about the drawhacks of their apparatus 
and the unsuitability of determining the absorptioJ] uJeriicielJts at obliqt1e 

incidences by the stationary wave method. 

Watson's Mcthod.-Watsoll (1922) devised a method by which the absorption 

coefficient is calculated from a direct measurement of sound waves transmitted and 
reflected by the test sample. Sound emanating fr0111 the source, an organ pipe 
placed at the focns of a paraboloidal reflector, ull(krgoes rdlc:xiolJ and transmission 

frOlll the test sample clamped over an aperture het\\een two wljacclit rooms and 
thell passes to the ITll'asurillg instrument, a Rayleigh Disc lIith suitahle resonators. 
This method has been adopted hy the National Physical Lahoratory (J()27) with 
the modification that electrical equipments have beel] llsed in t11<e method of 
producing and Ineasuring sound. 

This method has the advantage that by varying the angle: of incidence of 
the sound waves upon the test sample, the absorption coef£cients for dilIerent 
angles of incidence can he studied and samples of any size can be test<.:d simply 
by making the beam of sound large e1l0ugh to cover the whole surface. 

Kuhl and ;\'h:yer (Iel3:::) adopted this method to measure the relation of 
absorption to angle of illcidcllce but they carried out the <experil11ent 1ll the open 
air Oll the flat roof of their Institute. 

PRE S I~ NT 1\1 Ii 'j' I-I () j) (I [1:\1 E,\ S {1 R H 1\1 E N '1' 

The present lllethod of measurement i~ a 11I0dilicatioll of the Watson's 
method and consists ill measuring the absorption coefficient of t1le test sample at 
various angles of incidence over the audio frequency ban(\. It involves the 

measuremcnt of the amplitude of the sound "vave reflected first from a complete 
reflector and then from the test sample and the diminution of the sOllnd energy 
in thesccoud case is due to absorption of sound energy by the sample. If B I 

and B2 be the amplitudes of the beam reflected from the complete reflector and 
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the test sample respectively and since soulld energy is proportional to the square 

of the amplitude, the absorption coefficient a is then given by 

B 2-B. 2 a= 1 2 

1312 

The complete reflector used is a .\11 thick metal plate backed by a 2" thick 

wooden board. The investigation has been conducted in an especially constructed 

sOllnd chamber and the relative umvlitudes ill the two cases have been measured 

by means of electrical devices. 

Sound Chambcr.-The sound chamber is planned and constructed in such a 

way as to attain a low time of rcvcrberatioll and high insulatioJ1 from external 

noises. It is a rcctangular roOIl! 2(l feet by IS feet by TO feet proportional to tll,,' 

dimcnsions reCOlllllJCnt1ed by th<: AIlJericall Standard::; and situated inside Ull(lthl'r 

big room having thick brick walls and concrete floor a~d ceilillg. 'rhe chamber is 
divided i11tO t\\'o portion;, by IlleanS of a tlllck partition \\'all, the soun:l: of s0l1m1 is 

placed in ol1e of the III \\'hile measurements are carried Ollt in anotlll:!r. There 

is a window::,' x :;' in the partltioll \\all for hol<liIlg tbe kst samp]c. All eXjJOsed 

surfaces lnsid" tIl(; rooms are !Jeavlly lagged with sOl1ud ab:,oriJing lll<l tcrials 

to slllJpresS reflexiolls frolll the surfaces alld III inim ise interference phenolllena. 

The walls have Deen treated \vith a layer ()f aCOllstic cdotex foilowed by 4 illches 

of air gap and thell ,1 inches thick mattresses of cocoanut fibres. The ,ellillg 

is treated with acoustic' cdotex and 6 inches cot tOll wool paddi1Jg. 1'11<: 11001' 
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CllOT£)( 

ifill 
sPlfce 

COIR 
MATTIUSS 

MICROPH 

MICROPHONE 
800M 

H'1.'1I0PHQN[ 
CONTROl 

TES7 
:JM.,,,U 

SOUND 
SOURCl 

IUf,lCTOR t·,. ,-

P'AN VIlW OF THE SOIlNO CHAMBER 

FIG. 1 

is covered with a thick jil!illg of 

Jjbrol1s mattresses. The inside 

al'()ll~tical trl'utment of the rootl! 

has also helped to redllcl: the 

illtellsity of sound in the region 

outside.: the main Dca111. Fig. I 

:,ho\l's the plan vie.:w of the room. 

Till' reverberation time of the 

room was found to be very 

low. 

,<"'0'11/(1' (If SOl/lId.-TI1l' S(jtllTl: 

of sound is a dynamic type.: 
loudspeaker fed from a high 

grade beat-freq\lency oscillator, 

the output of which call be 

varied by lIleans of a calibrated 

attl:nnator. The quality of the 

tone produced by the SOlllTe !Jas 

beet) checked by receiving the 

sound through a velocity micro

phone ill cOlljl1nctioll witll a h igJI grade resistance-coupled amplifier 

examining the wave form of the output on a cathode ray oscillograph. 

and 
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The source of sound is placed at the focus of a paraboloidal reB ector to 
obtain a parallel beam of sound directed towards any particular direction. 
Measurements of the intensity of sound on the central axis of the beam at a 
distance of " feet fr0111 the source and also at points off· axis show that the 
incidl'llt beam is moderately uniform over a width of about :2 fl'd and drops down 
beyond that to a marked degree. The result for one frequency is shown in Fig. 2. 

While can yll1g 011 preliminary investigation, the result was found to vary 
depending on the distance between the test sample and the source of sound and 
it was oue to the formation of stationary wave-pattern inside the chamber. In 
orde, to minimise this effect the pattern has been made to shift continuously 
from 01lC positiull to another by .varying the frequency of the somet! through a 
narrow band, that is by warbling the tone. 'l'bis is acco1Jlplisbeu by means of 
a small variable air-condenser rotated by a constant :>peec1 motor and placed 
externally in parallel with the main tuning condenser of the beat-frequency 
oscillator. The band width of warbling was kept uuder experimental comro} 

F'If;. ,-) 

-1 -, 0 I , J 
Ol3TANCI fROM OINrR~J AI'.s 01 BlAN IN 110 

as til", variation of capacity of the rotating condenser could lu.: adjusted by means 
of a ca1\l :m Jngcment. The segment of rotation was ~\lch that the frequency 
shifts \\'ere about K times per second. The hand width has been chosen so that 
they wcre approximately ! o'){, of the llIiddle fn::qu\:l!cy hcllJd. The formation 

of stationary wave pattertl and the ('fTe('! of the warb1txl tOlle 011 its suppression 
an: sho\vn in the Fig. 3. 
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A milliammeter was connected in series with the input to the loud speaker so 
that the energy input to it at a given frequency could be kept constant during a 
set of observations. 

1\1 HAS U R H :,\1 E N T () [I A;\I P LIT U 1> H 0 F SOU N D W t\ V U 

The amplitude of the sound wave is measured by mea us of a velocity micro
phone COllnccteu to a high-gaiu amplifier, the output of which was indicated by a 
valve-voltmeter. The overall characteristic of the microphone and the amplifier 
combined is shown in Fig. 4. The position of the microphone inside the chamber 

was controlled from outside by swinging it on. a boom by means of a remote 
control arrangement as shown in Fig 1. Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagrum of 
the complete equipment. 

FIG. 5 

EXPERIMENTAl, RESULTS 

The l11aterials tested are: (1) Indian white cotton, (:~) Silk cotton, (3) 

Cocoanut fibres and (4) Jutc fibres. Test samples have becll first of all prepared 

from these materials. 
White cotton and Silk cotton have been loosely packed inside thin cotton 

fabric bags and made into a thickness of 2 inches. 
Cocoanut fibres are woven into 2 inches thick mattress with the fihres 

arranged in stich a manner so that they lie side by side and their tips form t 
surface of the sample. 

Jute fibres are cut into pieces 2 inches long and they are fixed side by side 

by means of wire nettings, the tips of the fibres forming the surface of the salllple. 
The values of the absorption coefficients of the four samples at different 

audio frequencies and for various angles of incidence are given ill Tahle I to IV. 

'fABI,E I 

Indial! While Cot/on 

Sound Absorption Coefticknls for fn'quenC'il-s in cye1el' per sec. 
Anglt, of ...... __ ... __ . 

Incidence =-'~4·· ·'r~~.~~J --~~=L __ .. 5_I_2_,-- 1024 t ~"48 1j"96 RI92 
._--- -.~-.~-.... -.--- . 

IS· .10 .17 ·33 . 46 
3°· .14 .20 ·34 .48 
45" .19 .225 ·40 ·5° 
60· .22$ ·30 ·43 .58 
75· .23 ·3l ·425 .58 

·57 ·4,s ·15 42 
.58 4<) .1)6 44 
.6:1 .5 1 ·49 .. 165 
.68 .6n ·51 '=;0 
.66 S9 ·495 49 
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Angle of . 
lucidcnce' 

J.) <.. .,-) 

30 " ,!"l 
115: .25 
()n .3U 

7.1' "\.\ 

Angle of 
Incidcnc(' -

64 I 
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TABLE II 

.Silk Collon 

Snund Al)sorptioll Co('fIIcienls (or frc(!ucnri('s in ,),cles per sec. 

_.,---_._-, .. ,._----_._----------_. ~"- -----~---.--

128 2sn 5 12 1024 2()4S ,11 )~)h 

25 ·35 ,51 .6,) ,57 "IS 
,265 ·,)1'5 52 ,Ins .6,_ ~ ·5(' 
·3" .4-() ·55 ()4 6·' ·53 
·3·1 ·11 ,hr,) _j!) ,bJ ·ss 
.4 1) ·43 ,61 .68 5<) ·54 

'l'ABI,~ 11 I 

C(lCOallll/ Fihres 

SOI1I1'] Absorpt JOI1 Cocfficicllts for (rc<llll'llcics ill cycles pcr ~e", 

'.'4 
,.115 
·37 
·3')5 
,B 

5 12 

'1'ABI.E IV 

JII i e Fihres 

Hl24 

.oS 
(it) 

.7 1 

, 75 
.'il) 

. 175 
·7s 

7') 

SOllllll Abwrption Cocftlcicnts for frequencies ill c)'cks per scc. 

12fi 1 1U~4 

I 8192 

,4 15 
4" , 4 

,435 
·S2 
·5Q 

·575 

. _-_ ... --------- - . "-1--:-;2-. --- .11 I 
15: .295 I ,47 
30 .3 1 

I 
.485 

45" ·.H . .')2 

6u" ,38. 

I 
·.'it 

75 0 .40 .h2 

7" 
-72 
·7S 
Su 
.83 

CONCLUf;ION 

55 .48 
·735 .f'.'i5 :;S ,,';2 
.78 .fl,'s ,'>1 .575 
.Sl ,72 .67 .62 
.SI ."'\ ,119 .n" 

From tables I to IV it is found that absorption coefficients of all the samples 

tested vary with the angle of incidence as well as with the frequency. 
The value of the absorption coefficients gradually increases with the angle 

of incidence and attains maximum value at about 60° in some cases and ill some 

cases it goes On increasing up till 75° up to which measuremonts have been taken. 
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It is in agreement with the results deduced from the eqnation hased upon the 

theory of Rayleigh. It also confirms the results derived by Paris from the 
conception of " Acoustical Adll;ittallce." 

As regards variatioll of absorption coefficient witll frequency it is seen that 

White cotton and Silk cotton attain mUXillHl1l1 valnes at lOtlO c.p.s., Cocoanllt 
fibres at 2000 c.p.s. and Jute fibres at Suo c.p.s. 

The valnc of the absorption'coeffieicnb as calculated theoretically from the 

dilllcnsions of the porcs and porosity of the sample and relation between the theo

retical and measured val lies will be dealt in the subsequent papel' (Part I I.) 
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